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On the Development of a Fast and Accurate Bridging Fault Simulator 

Chennian Di and Jochen A. G. Jess 

Abstract 

This paperpresent~ an alternative modeling and simulation method for CMOS bridging faults. The 

significance of the method is the introduction of a set of unique-bridge tables which characterize 

the bridged outputs for each bridge and a set of unique-cell tables which characterize how each 

cell interprets an analog input. These two sets of tables are derived dynamically for a specific 

design by using a SPICE circuit simulator first. Then they can later be used by any logic fault simu

lator to simulate bridging faults. In this way, the proposed method can perform very fast bridging 

fault simulation and yet with SPICE accuracy. The paper shows how these two sets of tables are 

derived and used in a parallel pattern fault simulator. Experimental results on ISCASR5 bench

marks are promising. 
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I. Motivation 

In the last decade, the gap between the ,Q--{;alled reali,tic faults caused by manufacturing defects 

and practically used Single Stuck-At (SSA) fault' ha, been emphasized strongly [I ,2,S,X, l), 101 for 

CMOS Integrated Circuits (IC). It becomes evident that accurate modeling and efficient simula

tion of defect induced faults are essential for high quality testing of ICs. Particularly the bridging 

faults, one of the most frequently occurring faults, attract a lot of attention. 

The complexity of modeling and simulating bridging faults has been very well studied. It is widely 

known that one of the difficulties of modeling a bridging fault is with the conducting circuitry 

created from power supply to ground since it changes a digital circuit into an analog one. To illus

trate, Fig. I shows a zero--ohm bridge between the outputs of a complex cell and a 2-in-NAND. 

Its bridged output obtained by SPICE is listed in Table 1. It is seen that the output may vary from 

O.fi3V to 4.71 V for different inputs. These values cannot easily be taken as logic" I" or "0" ,ince 

it depends on how they drive the following cells. Fig.2 shows a situation in which the same bridged 

output value caused by the bridge in Fig. I can drive one 2-in-NAND to O.fi4V which can be inter

preted as "0" and drives another structurally equivalent 2-in-NAND to 3.t)l)V which can be inter

preted as" I". Thus any simple model, such as wired-and or wired--or, is not sufficient here. It is 

obvious that the behavior of a bridge can only be accurately modeled if the following two issues 

can be solved efficiently: 

bridge 
\ 
\ 
\ F 

G 

Figure .• An example of a bridge. 

I) the accurate evaluation of the bridged output voltage; 

2) the accurate propagation or interpretation of an analog input caused by a bridge to decide 

if the bridge is detected. 

Obviously a circuit simulator, such as SPICE, can accurately fulfil the tasks. However, for large 

circuits, this seems computationally intolerable . 



Table.l Bridged output obtained by SPICE 

inputs outputs 

ahed ef FG brilixeli output(V) 

I I I I o I o I 0.li3 

I 0 I I 10 I 0 1.42 

00 I I I I I 0 2.15 

I I I I 00 10 2.47 

o I 0 I I I I 0 3.35 

0000 I I I 0 4.71 

Many works have been done in order to solve this problem efficiently. Early solutions using a 

switch level model [3,4,15] have been widely recognized as inadequate for modeling and simulat

ing CMOS bridging faults. 

II "0" 
"}" O.64V 

bridge 12 x 

I;: \ 
~'O" \ , 

a F \ , 
"'0" h , 
·0' 1 ,. c y , H , 
"'1 " d 

2.150 4.66V--, 
( "]" "-, 

<~ "}" e ,') II 

"1" j" G 12 z 3.99V 
, , 

"]" 
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Figure.2 Impact of an analog input on fanout cells. 

Many sugge:sted methods attempt to improve the modeling accuracy by using an approximate 

model, such as the resistive network model fI2] or voting model [li,13,14,20]. These methods 

allow very fast logic fault simulation but have a drawback that only the bridged outputs are ana

lyzed without carefully considering how the fault propagates. An incorrect modeling of using such 

a method is illustrated by Fig.2. For the inputs in Fig.2 causing a conducting circuitry, the pull

down conductance is stronger than the pull-up conductance. The voting model would predict the 

bridged output as "0" but, in fact, it can be" I" or "0" depending on its fanout cells as shown in 

Fig.2. 

Recently a more accurate method using a mixed or multi-level simulation techniques is proposed 

in [Ili, 18]. This method switches from nonnallogic simulation to circuit-level simulation when

ever a bridging fault is encountered. The bridge is simulated along its fanout cones until the analog 

signals can be interpreted as digital ones. Then the simulation is switched back. Such a method is 

very accurate. However it may not be very efficient to simulate a large circuit for lengthy test pat

terns. For instance, for a simulated bridge that is not yet detected, if two input patterns cause the 
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same conducting circuitry configuration for this bridge, e.g., in Fig.1 the inputs abcdef = I ()O III 

and abcdef= II 0 III cause the same conducting circuitry, this method would invoke the expensive 

circuit simulator twice which is unnecessary. It is also not efficient to eval uate all the bridges that 

connect two cells having the same combination of cell types, such as a 2-in-NOR to a 3-in

NAND. Very recent improvements 121"1 use the pre-{;omputed tables derived by a circuit simulator 

to avoid some unnecessary computations and use logic threshold to interpret an analog input. How

ever, the pre-{;omputed tables that are derived by enumerating all the possibilities from a given 

cell library may be both time and memory consuming and cannot be used efficiently for a specific 

design. Furthermore the multi-input threshold effects are not considered. For instance, assume the 

bridged output is 2.47V in Fig.2. Since two inputs of yare bridged together and have a threshold 

of2.6V, the output of y is 4.'i'iV. But if the single input thresholds, I.X'lV and 2.20V, are used, then 

a "0" would be predicted which is not correct. Very recent improvement of the voting model r 17. 

221 is unfortunately still approximate in nature and does not avoid the same shortcoming of not 

considering mUlti-input thresholds. 

Above the modeling problem of bridging faults and the shortcomings of other methods are 

reviewed. Following, based on our very recent development in [23], a more accurate modeling and 

yet very fast fault simulation alternative is proposed. Section 2 outlines the general strategy of the 

proposed method. Section 3 and 4 discuss some implementation issues. Experimental results are 

given in Section 5. 

2. Fault simulation using unique-bridge table and unique-cell table 

This paper concentrates on CMOS combinational circuits. A CMOS circuit can be viewed as an 

interconnection of CMOS cells. A CMOS cell has a network of serial-parallel PMOS transistors 

as pull-up and, its dual part, the pull-down part. A cell in a specific design is unique if both the 

Boolean function it realizes and its structure are unique. For example, though two inverters with 

different transistor sizes have the same function, each of them is considered unique. The bridging 

faults analyzed are non-feedback bridges between outputs of two cells. The resistance of the 

bridge is assumed to be negligible. Furthermore only static analysis is perfonned. 

As it can be seen from the example, few centivolts difference ofthe input voltage can cause differ

ent outputs; thus any approximate method would easily lead to wrong decisions. To guarantee cor

rect simulation, circuit-level accuracy must be obtained. In order to obtain both high accuracy and 

efficiency, let us review some design aspects. In modern CMOS designs, it is common practice 

that most designs are based on a given cell library. In a specific design, the number of cells is usu

ally much larger than the size of the given cell library. It is very likely that several bridges connect

ing two cells have the same combination of cell types. These bridges can be represented by one 

bridge, called the unique-bridge. Formally a unique-bridge is a bridge that connects two cells 

having the unique-{;ell type combination. This observation can help to simplify the evaluation task 

since there is no need to evaluate all bridges but only the unique one. To keep the evaluated bridged 
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outputs for a bridge, a unique-bridge table is introduced for each unique-bridge. It consists of 

a set of pairs <b, Ii> in which b is the bridged output voltage value and d represents input condi

tions. The input conditions are represented symbolically in terms of the inputs of the unique-{;ell. 

If the input condition is satisfied, one cell will drive the bridged output to power supply and another 

cell will drive it to ground and the bridged output has value b. Fig.3 shows one unique-bridge table 

for the bridge shown in Fig.l. In fact, such a table can be viewed as a multiplex function 

Each condition Iii is a Boolean tenn from the Boolean input space of the pair of two bridged cells. 

If d i is satisfied, the F bri takes a voltage value bi' The unique-bridge table can be derived by a cir

cuit simulator, in our case, SPICE. Thus the bridged output is characterized with the accuracy of 

SPICE. Usually the number of unique-bridges is far smaller than the number of possible bridges 

extracted from circuit layout. Therefore the computation task is relatively limited. 

< O.OOV, (e ffi /) . a . b . c . Ii > 

< 1.42V, (effif)' (affib)' c· Ii > 

< 2.ISV, e·/·n·li·c·d > 

< 2.4SV, (!·J·(/·b·c·d > 

< 2.X9V, (! ·1· (a ffi b) . C • Ii > 

< 3.35V, e . /. (a + b) . (c ffi d) > 

< S.OOV, e . /. (n . Ii . c . d + c· d) > 

Figure.3 An example of a unique-bridge table. 

Now let us review how a CMOS cell transfers an input voltage. It is known that CMOS cells have 

a very high gain around the logic threshold voltage of each input. A small variation at the input 

would yield a very big swing at the output. It is very likely that an input voltage lower than the input 

logic threshold would cause an output large enough to be a logic" I" and vice versa. This implies 

that most of the bridged analog voltages can be interpreted as logic levels just by propagating them 

one level up along their fanout cones. That is, without any computation, a bridged output can be 

predicted as a logic value by just comparing its voltage value with the logic threshold of the respec

tive fanout cell input. Obviously there exist cases that a bridged output may have a value equal to 

(or very dose to) the threshold voltage of an input it drives. In this situation, the output of the fanout 

cell may still be in the unknown domain and cannot be interpreted as a logic value at this stage. 

The bridged output should be propagated further before itcan be interpreted as a logic value. How

ever, more computations are needed. In our experiments on the ISCASX5 benchmarks, such situa

tions hardly occur and count only up to about 0.04% of all interpretations during fault simulation. 

To balance more for efficiency, the principle of comparing the bridged output just with the thresh

olds of the immediate fanout cells (i.e., only one level up) is employed: 
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If the input voltage is higher than the threshold. a logic "0" would be interpreted at the output. 

Vice versa. if the input is lower than the threshold. II logic "I" would be interpreted. Other

wise thefaultfree value is assumed at the output to avoid the uncertainty. 

Using the above principle. the advantage is obvious since only the threshold voltages of each 

unique--{;ell are needed and they can be pre--{;omputed. In the course of the fault simulations. no 

more circuit level computations are needed. For the derivation of threshold voltages, as it is known 

that different input ports of each cell may have different thresholds, a unique-cell table is 

introduced to characterize the transfer characterization of each input of a unique--{;ell. For each 

input ofa cell, an observable condition is defined. It is a Boolean expression in terms of other inputs 

of the cell. If the observable condition is satisfied, the input becomes observable at the output, that 

is, if the input changes, the output also changes. Similar to the unique-bridge table, for each input 

of a unique--{;eJl, the unique--{;eJl table consists of a set of pairs <w. 0> of which w is the logic 

threshold voltage value of that input and 0 denotes its observable condition. They are also repre

sented symbolically in terms of the cell inputs. Fig.4 shows a unique--{;eJl table for the 2-in

NAND in Fig.2. If II = 1,12 is observable at the output, i.e., if 12 is" 1", then H is "0" and vice versa. 

The last entry indicates that if both If and 12 are connected together, the threshold is 2.OV. 

Obviously the observable condition is always true in this case. The unique--{;ell table can be accu

rately derived by using a circuit simulator. 

Input 11 : < l.X9V, 12 > 

Input 12 : < 2.20V, 11 > 

Illjlutl1&J2:< 2.00V, TRUE> 

Figure.4 An example of a unique--{;ell table. 

With the introduction of the two concepts, i.e. unique-bridge table and unique--{;ell table, the fault 

simulation works as follows after the fault free simulation: 

1) For each bridge, find its respective unique-bridge table. Evaluate the input conditions 

according to the current input pattern to check which one is satisfied and obtain the voltage 

value. Then, 

2) for each fanout cell from the bridged site, find its unique--{;ell table. Compare the bridged 

voltage value with the respective input threshold and interpret it as a logic value at the output 

of the fanout cell. 

3) After all the fanout cells are processed and if there exist faulty values at the fanout cells. start 

the normal logic fault simulation until the bridge is detected. 

Since these two sets of tables are derived in advance. during fault simulations, there is no expensive 

circuit simulation involved. Thus the fault simulations can be done solely at logic level with only 

some cost of the above interpretation procedure. Consequently both high accuracy and efficiency 
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are obtained. Fig.S illustrates the overview of the whole system. Below some implementation 

details are discussed. 

3. Dynamic derivation of unique-bridge table and unique-ceU table 

The derivation of the unique-bridge tables and unique-{;ell tables is performed by analyzing the 

extracted bridging faults for a specifi<.: design instead of enumerating the given cell library like 

other methods do. Thus the derivation is dynamic. This is because the following reasons: 

I) Although the size of a given cell library can be large, the number of unique-{;ells in a specific 

design is relatively small. This indicates that the number of all possible combinations of two 

different cells for a design is small. Consequently the number of possible unique-bridges 

is small. Thus, the task of characterizing both tables for a design is easier. 

2) The occurrence of bridging faults highly depends on the layout topology of a specific design. 

It is very likely that not every possible unique-bridge table derived by enumeration may 

actually occur. Such information can only be obtained by analyzing the extracted bridging 

faults for a specific design. 

3) The number of logic thresholds of all possible mUlti-inputs (more than two inputs being con

nected together as illustrated in Fig.2) for a set of cells is usually very large. The actual num

ber of multi-input situations depends on how many bridges actually connect more than two 

inputs of a cell and how a cell is used in a design. Again such information can only be 

obtained by analyzing the extracted bridging faults for a specific design. 

Since both speed and memory are crucial for the simulation, the derivation is performed for each 

design by analyzing the extracted bridges. In this way, for each unique-bridge table, it is guaran

teed that the respective bridge actually occurs in the design. Thus the amount of circuit simulations 

can be greatly reduced compared to purely enumerating the cell library. Such derived tables can 

also easily make use of some efficient techniques, such as parallel pattern simulation as will be 

shown. 

The inputs of the brid,::e analyzer (Fig.S) are a plain representation of the transistor netlists and 

all possible: bridging faults. Both are extracted from the layout of adesign first. The SPICE simula-
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tor is chosen for the derivation. Thus SPICE parameters for a specific process are also taken as an 

input. 

b 
35 

a 35 

F 
c 23 

d 21 

Vss 

b 
22 

e 12 

12 

Vss 

Figure.6 III ustration of a graph representation of a CMOS circuit. 

The first step is the extraction of all the cells. The CMOS circuit can be represented by a connection 

graph G(V, E). Each node v E V represents a network node which can be the drain, source or gate 

of a transistor. An undirected edge e E E represents a transistor and has an associated Boolean 

variable (defined by its gate input function) and a weight representing its transistor size. An exam

ple of this graph representation is shown in Fig.o. The Boolean function of a cell can be easily 

extraded by searching the pull-up and pull-down paths in the cell. Then the unique-<:ells are iden

tified. Since each cell is represented by a graph, this step can be done by checking the isomorphism 

of two graphs. After all the cells are checked, all unique-<:eIls in a design are obtained. 

3.1. Unique-bridge table 

Each bridge from the extracted fault list is first identified as "feedback" or "non-feedback". For 

each "non-feedback" bridge, its respective unique-bridge table is characterized if not yet derived. 

Then the two unique-<:eIls involved by this bridge are identified. Afterwards for each input com

bination of these two cells that drives one cell "on" and another cell "off', its respective SPICE 

format description is generated in an input file. After all possible input combinations creating con

ducting circuitry from power supply to ground are enumerated, a SPICE call is invoked to compute 

the bridged output voltage. The results are collected to construct the table. The major cost of this 

procedure is the execution of SPICE. To speed up, the following techniques are used. 

The first technique makes lise of the fact that if the bridged output voltage is very dose to the poten

tial of power supply or ground, it can be certainly interpreted as a logic value. For example, for 

a typical5Y CMOS technology, an input above 4Y, which is the lowest "hard" logic "1" value 

VLrd' or below 1 Y, which is the highest "hard" logic "0" lI)'"ml' can definitely be interpreted as 
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Figure.7 Equivalent conducting circuitry 

"I" or "0" respectively. If there is a method that without running SPICE simulation the voltage can 

be predictc:d with sufficient accuracy in this range, then the expensive circuit simulations can be 

avoided. Here we use an estimation method developed in r 1 X I to predict the voltage range. This 

method uses a simplified transistor model to estimate the voltage. Using this model, an NMOS 

transistor either works in a linear region as in eq.( I) or is off. 

(I) 

K is process dependent. V, is the zero-bias transistor threshold. V labels the voltage and I the cur· 

rent. The subscripts fi, d, s indicate the gate, drain and source of a transistor. B is the transistor 

width-to-Iength ratio. Using this model, any wnducting circuitry can be simplified to the one 

shown in Fig.7 with B n,,{,' and Bpe'lv as equivalent transistor sizes of pull--<lown and pull-up parts 

respectively. The output V F can be derived by solving the following equation, 

(/3 - I lV~ + 2(Vdd - V,n - f3 V,plV F - f3(V dd - 2V",)Vdd = 0 

where 13 =, B peqv/ Bne'll" Obviously V F is an increasing function of 13· Two ratios f31trd and f3~(/rd 

corresponding to Vh
1 d and v9h {can be found such that the following relations hold: ar lIrt 

13 > 13 Ld = V F > V Ld and 13 < f3Ld = V F < 0Ld 

This means that, for a specific technology, it is not even necessary to solve all equations. The 

estimation is simply a comparison of the equivalent ratio with 13 )""d and f3~urd' The computation 

of the equi valent ratio is linear to the number of transistors in a cell and very fast. This estimation 

method appears to be accurate enough. More details can be found in [I Xl. 

The second reduction technique is based on structure equivalence. For a bridge, many conducting 

circuitries activated by different combination of input excitations, in fact, have the same structure 

wnfiguration. Consequently the bridged output for these different input excitations is the same. 

These conducting circuitries are said to be structurally equivalent. For instance, with the bridge 

in Fig.l, the four different input combinations shown in Fig.S(a) cause the same conducting cir

cuitry as shown in Fig.S(b) with the bridged output being 1.42Y. For those structurally equivalent 

conducting circuitries, there is no need to repeat the same SPICE simulation. In the course of the 

analysis, aU the processed conducting circuitries, each of which is in fact a graph, are kept in a list. 
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a hcde f bridged output 
input I 011101 1.42V 
input2 011110 1.42V 
input3 101101 1.42V 
input4 101110 1.42V "/" 

(a) r 
(b) 

Figure.S Jllustration of structural equivalence. 

If a new conducting circuitry is found equivalent to one already in the processed list (their graph 

representations are isomorphic), its SPICE format description is not generated. Only its input 

condition is merged with the one in the processed list as shown in Fig.3 for the example shown 

in Fig.X. 

It will be shown by experimental results that above two techniques are very effective. 

3.2. Unique-cell table 

After all unique-cells are identified, the logic thresholds of each single-input of a unique-cell can 

be derived. For an inverter, the logic threshold voltage is the input voltage value that makes the 

output have the same voltage value. It is well-known that for other types of cells, functionally 

equivalent inputs may have different thresholds as shown in Fig.4. However it seems that not 

enough emphasis has been given to another fact. That is, for more complex cells, even one single 

input may have several threshold voltages depending on how the cell is driven. Fig.9(a) shows an 

example in which the input a has three different thresholds. Their values are listed in Table.2. The 

impact of single input multi-threshold effects is significant and can be exemplified if the input a 

is assumed to be 2.15V. The same input in Fig.9(a) can be interpreted as unknown (in case the 

threshold is 2.15V), "I" (in case the threshold is 2.17V) and "0" (in case the threshold is 2.0XV) 

at the output "F" depending on how the cell is driven. It is observed in experiments that for some 

complex cells, up to 7 different thresholds for a single input can be derived. Thus the multi-thresh

old effects cannot be ignored. In this paper, all possible configurations in a cell which may result 

in a different threshold vol tage for a specific input are enumerated. Similarl y for each possible con

figuration, the respective SPICE format description is generated in an input file. Then SPICE is 

invoked to determine the threshold voltage and the results are collected to construct the unique

cell table. This procedure is repeated for each input of every unique-cell. 



~I 

(a) 

c 
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Figure.9 (a) A complex cell. (b) Illustration of multi-input thresholds. 

Table.2 Multi-thresholds 

input a input a & b input a &b & c 

threshold(V) bed threshold(V) cd threshold(V) d 

2.0S 101 I.X9 1 0 1.58 1 

2.15 100 2.11 o 1 2.44 0 

2.17 1 1 0 2.02 00 

There are several situations making it necessary to derive multi-input thresholds. Fig.9(b) shows 

a possible Ilse of the cell in Fig.9(a) in an actual design. lt can be seen that even a single input may 

drive two inputs (a and b in the original cell) of a cell at the same time. Assume that a bridge 

between a and c in Fig.X(b) occurs, then three inputs (a, band e in the original cell) are connected 

together. Table. 2 also lists the threshold values for these two situations. It can be seen that the same 

input can r,esult in completely different outputs. Their impacts on logic modeling are also obvious. 

Thus it is necessary to know the multi-input thresholds in order to interpret the input correctly. As 

discussed that it is not effident to enumerate all possibilities for a cell, instead, they are derived 

by analyzi.ng the actual design and the extracted bridges. For each bridge, every fanout cell from 

the bridged site is checked. If more than two inputs in one cell are bridged or one input drives more 

than two inputs and their thresholds are not derived yet, then all possible configurations that may 

result in different threshold voltages for these inputs are enumerated and their thresholds are char

acterized in a similar way as described above. lt should be noted that for multi-input situations, 

there may also be multi-thresholds as it can be seen in Table 2. They are all derived by our method. 

This procedure is repeated for every bridge. Eventually all mUlti-input thresholds which are really 

necessary to simulate bridges for an actual design are obtained in the tables. 

The uniqut!-cell table derived in this paper is complete since not only the multi-threshold voltages 

for single input but also the multi-input multi-threshold voltages are derived. Furthermore the 

number of multi-input situations remains minimal due to our dynamic analysis feature. 
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3.3. Boolean function representations 

During the analysis and the derivation of these two sets of tables. the Boolean function of each 

unique--<.:ell and each table entry involves Boolean manipulations and the results need to be stored 

for the simulations. This does not seems an important issue. However if this is not properly han

dled. it may costa lot of memory. Here the Reduced Ordered Binary Decision Diagram (ROBDD) 

[II] data structures are used. Due to the strong canonical representation feature of ROBDD, the 

amount of memory required to store both unique-bridge tables and unique-ce11 tables are small. 

This can be explained by Fig.lO. Assume a bridge between unique--<.:ells cl and (2. To construct 

its unique-bridge table, it is necessary to construct each pull-Up Boolean term of cJ and each pull

down Boolean term of (2 and vice versa. Now assume another unique bridge between eland c3. 

Since all the pull-up and pull-<lown terms of cI are already constructed, there is no need to 

construct them again during the construction of the unique-bridge table for the bridge between cl 

and c3. [n this way, each unique cell is only processed once. Thus the eventual space is small. 

Figure.1O Illustration of small memory usage. 

4. Fault simulation 

The two sets of tables derived above are now applied for fast fault simulations. The fault simulation 

works essentially like any other logic fault simulator. Thus any efficient technique can be applied. 

To show the advantage of using the two sets of tables, the well-known parallel pattern and single 

fault propagation (PPSFP) [7] technique is used. In the following, we derive the evaluation and 

interpretation procedure symbolically in order to show the parallel techniques. 

Before the details are explained, a corollary which will be used for the interpretation of a bridge 

is presented. Assume a cell realizing a Boolean function F is one of the fanout cells from the 

bridged site as shown in Fig. I I (a). The output of ce1l3 is now a function of both A andB. Following 

the modeling strategy developed in Section 2, the new input space (IA + 81) as shown in Fig.11 (b) 

can be partitioned into a part Y of which the inputs would not activate the bridging fault (no con

ducting circuitry) and another part X in which the inputs activate the bridge (a conducting circuitry 

exists from Vdd to Vss). The second part X can be further partitioned as one part Xl in which the 

inputs would cause a faulty "on" behavior, that is, the fault free output is "0" but faulty one is 
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Figure.ll Illustration of a bridge interpretation procedure. 

"I" at the output of ce1l3, a part XO in which the inputs cause a faulty "ofr' behavior, that is, the 

fault free output is" I" but faulty one is "0" and the rest part of X in which no faulty value is induced. 

Then the following corollary holds. 

Curollary: Assume a cell takes a bridged output voltage as an input and its fault free function 

is F. Let land f be all the faulty "on" and all the faulty "off" Boolean expressions of the 

cell respe,;tively, that is, if any input satisfies f', a faulty "on" behavior is induced at output 

and vice versa if f is satisfied, a faulty "off' behavior is induced at output, then the Boolean 

function of the cell in case of the bridge is specified as: 

(2) 

Pruuf: The example in Fig.11 is used for illustration. According to the definitions, we know 

f' => FJand f => FJare true. Regarding to the input space in Fig.ll(b), i isa function map

ping all inputs in X' and f is a function mapping all inputs in XO. Obviously f' . f = 0 

is true sin,;e no input can cause a faulty "on" and "off' at the same time. The output behavior 

of other inputs in X - X' - Xli and Y is characterized by F. Therefore the faulty behavior 

ofthe cell can be specified as FJ = F . jT. f + i. Thus eq.(2) holds. 

This formula will be used to evaluate and interpret the bridges in the course of the simulation. First 

of all, the fault free simulation is executed for a given pattern or a set of patterns in a bit vector 

manner. Then for each bridge, the respective unique-bridge table and the input order matched to 

the bridged local cells are found. Afterwards, the interpretation of the bridged value is conducted 

for each of the fanout cells. For illustration, the same example in Fig.11 is used. Assume that it has 

a set of thresholds TceU(a) = {(wI' a,), (W2' O 2),,,,, (Wn, On»). The respective control conditions 

are expressed in local variables in the design. The unique-bridge table of the bridge is in a set T bri 

and is arranged in two parts. The first part contains entries for which the output of celli is "0" and 

the output of ce1l2 is" I" if their input "onditions are satisfied and the second part contains the en

tries with the opposite behavior. For any entry in the first part of the table, it is only necessary to 

"heck if the bridged voltage is higher than the threshold voltage of input a. This is because for the 
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inverted cells, if the observable condition is satisfied, any input lower than the threshold would 

be interpreted as a logic" I" atthe output of ce1l3. It is known that the fault free value of cellI would 

be "0" resulting in "1" at the output of ce1l3. There is no faulty value caused at ce1l3. Let Tt;<w) 

contain all the ones for which their bridged output is higher than a value w. Then 

Tb,-;(w) = reb, d) E Thril b > w} where w can be a value from TceU(a). The respective input 

condition of T~r/w) can be expressed as, 

d (3) 
(h,d)E 'f'),,Jw) 

E4.(3) means that if C I (w) is satisfied, then the bridged output would be higherthan a voltage value 

w. Following the similar reasoning, for any entry in the second part of the table, it is only necessary 

to check if the bridged voltage is lower than the threshold voltage of input a. Then after the check

ing, all entries of which their bridged output is lower than a value w is obtained in Tbr/w). 

Obviously TZri(w) = reb, d) EO T bril b < w} and its respective input condition is 

d (4) 

If Co(w) is satisfied, the bridged output voltage would be lowerthan w. If e4.(3) and e4.(4) are eva

luated for all thresholds, then the following formulas are obtained: 

i= I Co(w) . 0 (5) 
(w,O)E 1',.,.//«(1) 

jl= I Cl(w) . 0 (0) 

(w.O)E T,<,,,(a) 

E4.(5) and e4.(6) mean that if any input satisfiese4.(5), then the output of ce1l3 would have a faulty 

value "0" and vice versa any input satisfying e4.(6) introduces a faulty "1" at the output of ce1l3. 

Therefore, according to e4.(2), the faulty behavior of ce1l3 is characterized as 

(7) 

E4.(7) can be evaluated according to the current input patterns. Ifthe value of Ffis indeed different 

from F, the output node of ce1l3 is inserted in an event list. After all the fanout cells are processed, 

the logic fault simulation can be started from the fanout cells. 

For the case of more than two inputs bridged together, the interpretation procedure is very similar. 

It is not difficult to observe that each formula can be evaluated in a bit vector manner. Thus the 

whole procedure can be done for parallel patterns. 

5. Experimental results 

The entire system is implemented in C on a HP-lJOOOn55 workstation. For experiments, the 

ISCASX5 benchmark circuits are used. They are implemented in a standard cell design approach 
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for a 2ft CMOS technology at MCNC (Microelectronics Center of North Carolina). The cell 

library consists of both simple (such as NAND and NOR) and complex (such as AOI and OAI) 

cells. The bridging faults are extracted from the circuit layout and supplied by Jee [14]. For the 

SPICE simulator, the level 3 MaS model is used for the analysis. 

Table.3 Some circuit statistics 

circuit c432 c499 c880 cl355 cl908 c2670 c3540 c5315 c62X8 c7552 

#input 36 41 60 41 33 233 50 178 32 207 

#output 7 32 26 32 25 140 22 123 32 108 

#transistors 728 1396 1164 1768 2058 2974 4122 6734 8464 8854 

#total cclls 152 284 236 366 411 604 791 1288 1848 1795 

#hriuge 1546 2747 3227 4356 4669 13589 1631ti 40143 21475 53431) 

#tlon-feedhack 81)4 2145 281)() 3130 3flOI 12604 13631 39739 13014 49640 

Table.4 Results of bridge analysis 

circuit c432 c499 c880 cl355 cl908 c2670 c3540 c5315 c6288 c7552 

#UBT 57 28 130 43 92 212 262 312 24 268 

#ucr 18 9 20 10 20 31 29 36 7 31 

size of tables(Kb) 27.5 8.9 68.6 18.1 47.3 127.1 129.4 250.5 7.5 163.2 

CPU time(sec) 11.9 4.0 44.0 9.9 28.9 99.0 89.9 194.0 7.6 147.7 

(UBT: Unique-Bridge Table; ucr: Unique-Cell Tahlc) 

Table.3 shows some circuit statistics and in Table.4 the analysis results for the bridging faults are 

summarized. In general, the number of unique--<::ells (same as the number of unique--<::ell tables) 

in each circuit is far less than the actual cell library. The cli288 of 1848 cells has only 7 unique

cells. The actual number of unique-bridge tables derived from the extracted bridging faults is also 

far less than the number of extracted bridges and even less than the number of combinations of the 

unique--<::ells for each design. For instance, the c7552 has 4<)1)40 bridges but only 21i8 unique

bridge tabl,es are derived. The combinations of two cells of 31 unique--<::ells in c7552 are already 

41i5 ! Table.5 shows the effectiveness of using the techni<.jues described in Section 4. The reduction 

technique in Section 4.1 reduce about 40% to 80% of the total SPICE simulation tasks. On average 

1i5% SPICE computations are saved. The dynamic derivation of multi-input thresholds also 

reduces on average about 1i5% of the SPICE simulations compared to enumerating the unique

cells for each design. Conse<.juently the uni<.jue-bridge tables and uni<.jue--<::ell tables are derived 

very fast. The times listed in TableA are the actual CPU times in seconds. The dynamic derivation 

for a specific circuit instead of enumerating the whole cell library not only results in very fast 

execution time but also uses a small amount of memory. In TableA the total size of both tables are 

listed. Only up to 250 kilo-bytes are required for the largest circuit. It is dear that both the CPU 

time and the memory use depend on the number of unique-bridge tables and the unique--<::ells as 

shown in Fig.ll. 
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Figure.12 (a) CPU time vs. (#UBT +#UCT). (b) Memory vs. (#UBT + #UCT). 

Table.S Reduction of SPICE simulations 

circuit c432 c499 c880 cl355 cl90S c2670 c3540 c5315 c6288 c7552 

#spice actual 547 148 1919 412 1182 4010 3789 7545 175 5838 
corn- total 1837 774 5116 1469 3836 10485 10853 20799 280 15715 
puta-
tions reduce% 70% 81% 63% 71% 69% 62% 65% 64% 38% 63% 

#multi- actual 29 18 67 27 46 76 103 130 4 152 
input enumerate 119 34 155 58 170 269 243 430 12 3(iO 
thresh-
olds reduce% 76% 63% 57% 54% 73% 72% 58% 70% 50% 58% 

The fault simulation results are shown in Table.li. The bridges are simulated for the pattern sets 

that are derived at the gate level representations for SSA faults. The fault simulation is performed 

in one run for both stuck-at and bridging faults. The fault coverage is classified as SSA COVl!r!lKe 

and bridge coverage. The fault coverage results are not really surprising. The execution time, how

ever, is very fast. The last row (errors %) indicates the possible false interpretation percentages 

during the whole fault simulation. This is, the percentage of the situations that the analog input is 

the same as or very dose to (with ±O.02V difference) the threshold of fanout cells. It is not a sub

stantial problem for this set of benchmarks. 

Table.6 Results of PPSFP simulation for stuck-at test pattern set 

circuit c432 e499 e880 cl355 el908 c2670 c3540 c5315 c6288 c7552 

#pattern 75 71 95 101 147 160 242 211 44 318 

SSA% 99.7 IOU 100 100 l<K) 98.5 98.2 100 99.9 99.6 

hridge% 83.4 82.2 87.9 78.7 71.1 84.1 47.5 78.2 52.7 67.1 

CPU time(sec) 0.76 0.86 1.96 1.62 3.32 7.75 25.8 30.2 10.1 70.1 

errors % 0.02% 0.0% (l.Ol% 0.1% (J.OI % 0.02% 0.01% 0.04% 0.2% 0.03% 
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6. Concluding remarks 

It is hard to make a comparison with other methods since most of those methods do not include 

the time and memory use of the preprocessing. Further, how the bridging faults are selected, the 

test pattern sets, design approach and process parameters (SPICE parameters) can make a lot of 

difference as well. Nevertheless, intuitively this method is much more accurate than other approxi

mation methods. Compared to methods of using pre--computed tables by enumerating cell library, 

our method is also more accurate since the multi-threshold and mUlti-input threshold effects are 

considered. The introduction ofthe unique-bridge table and the unique--cell table greatly facilitate 

the use of efficient simulation technique as shown by·the parallel pattern simulation that prim;i

pally makes our fault simulation fast. Furthermore the dynamic derivation by analyzing the 

extracted bridges for a specific design makes the analysis very fast and requires much less memory 

than others. The technique of reducing unnecessary SPICE simulations proves to be effective. In 

addition, this method does not require cell library information and the inputs are plain representa

tions of extracted transistors. The unique--cells are derived for a specific design. Thus it can be 

easily used for any other design style. Lastly, the same idea can be used for bridging faults involv

ing internal nodes of cells. We believe that it is a good alternative for simulating bridging faults. 

This method, however, does have several limitations. The assumption of the inputs being the full 

voltage value of "I" and "0" during the derivation makes it inadequate to handle feedbacks since 

in case of the feedbacks, some of the input.~ may remain at an intermediate value. Further if the 

situations that a bridged voltage is the same as (or very close to) the threshold of fanout cells hap

pen very frequently, our method may induce many errors and the results are not reliable although 

our experiments show that it is very unlikely. 
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